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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of capital structure, investment 
opportunity set, dividend policy and profitability on the value of manufacturing companies in 
the Indonesia Stock Exchange. The populations in this study were all manufacturing 
companies on the Indonesia Stock Exchange totaling 146 companies in the 2013-2016. 
The sample determination technique used was purposive sampling, so the final sample 
obtained was 24 companies incorporated in manufacturing companies on the Indonesia 
Stock Exchange. The data analysis technique used is multiple linear regression analysis with 
the help of SPSS 22 for Windows application. Based on the results of the analysis shows 
that: investment opportunity set, dividend policy, and profitability have an influence on the 
firm value, while the capital structure does not have an influence on the value of 
manufacturing companies in the Indonesia Stock Exchange. 
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The firm value is the investor's perception of the company. The firm value is very 
important because it reflects the company's performance that can affect investor perceptions 
of the company. Investor perception on the level of success of the company is reflected 
through the firm value. Investors who invest their funds in the capital market not only have 
short-term goals, but also earn long-term income. Investors must utilize all information to 
analyze the market and invest in the hope of gaining profit (Budiandriani and 
Mahfudnurnajamuddin, 2014). 

Firm value can be influenced by external and internal factors. According to Sujoko and 
Soebiantoro (2007), external factors are variables that cannot be controlled by the company 
while internal factors are a set of variables that can be controlled by a company which is 
often seen as an important factor for determining firm value. The company's internal factors 
in capital market analysis are often referred to as the company's fundamental factors; this 
factor is controllable so that it can be controlled by the company. External variables that 
affect firm value such as exchange rates, inflation, and government policies and so on. 
Internal variables that affect firm value are financial decisions consisting of funding decisions, 
investment decisions, and dividend policies. These three financial decisions will maximize 
the firm value which will further increase the wealth of shareholder wealth. 

The firm value can provide maximum prosperity to shareholders if the stock price 
increases. The higher the share prices of a company, the higher the prosperity of its 
shareholders. Firm value is an indicator for the market in providing an overall assessment of 
the company (Salvatore 2011: 10). The success of creating firm value gives hope to 
shareholders in the form of greater profits (Salvatore 2011: 12). Firm value is measured by 
Price Book Value (PBV) which is the market ratio used to measure the performance of stock 
market prices on the value of the book (Robert in Kusumajaya, 2011). 

The trade-off theory predicts a positive relationship between capital structure and firm 
value assuming that tax returns are still greater than the costs of financial pressure and 
agency costs. Trade-off theory also predicts a positive relationship between capital structure 
and the level of profitability or financial performance of a company. Reducing debt interest on 
the calculation of taxable income will reduce the proportion of tax burden, so that the 
proportion of net income after tax becomes greater, or the level of profitability is higher. 
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Research conducted by Velnampy and Niresh (2012), Aggarwal and Padha (2017), 
Hermuningsih (2013), Purwanto and Agustin (2017), Winarto (2015), Rehman (2016), Kouki 
and Hatem (2011), Juhandi, et al (2013), Sudiyatno, et al (2012) prove that capital structure 
has a positive effect on firm value significantly. This conclusion is different from the results of 
Safrida (2008) and Suguhen (2003), Cheryta et al (2017), Mahdaleta, et al (2016), Rasyid 
(2015), Manjunatha (2013), Manurung (2014), Sujoko and Soebiantoro (2007 ) who find 
evidence that the capital structure does not affect the firm value. 

Increased firm value is the result of evaluating good investment opportunities before. 
Future investment options and a combination of asset placement are the understanding of 
the company as seen from the decomposition of the investment opportunity set by Myers 
(1977). Company spending will determine in the future from the firm value (Zahro, 2009). 
Rising investment opportunities accompanied by good corporate performance will increase 
the higher cash flow that will be used again to get high investment opportunities. 

The theory that deals with the influence of dividend policy and firm value, is the 
dividend irrelevance theory and the bird-in-the-hand theory, both of which contradict each 
other. According to the dividend irrelevance theory recommended by Merton Miller and 
Franco Modigliani (1958) in Brigham (2001: 66), it is said that dividend policy does not have 
an effect on both the firm valueand its capital costs. They argue that the value of a company 
will only be determined by its basic ability to generate profits and business risks, in other 
words, the value of a company depends solely on the income generated by its assets, not on 
how the income is divided between dividends and retained earnings. In contrast to 
irrelevance theory, according to the bird-in-the hand theory proposed by Myron Gordon and 
John Lintner (1959) in Brigham (2001: 67), which states that the value of a company will be 
maximized by a high dividend payout ratio, because investors consider that The risk of 
dividends is not as high as the increase in capital costs, so investors prefer profits in the form 
of dividends rather than the expected profits from the increase in capital value. 
 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

The firm value is very important because it reflects how much the company can provide 
benefits to investors. The higher the value of the company, the greater the prosperity that the 
owner of the company will receive (Wiagustini, 2014: 8). Originally the company's theory was 
based on the assumption that the company's purpose or objective was to maximize current 
or short-term profits. However, based on observations companies often sacrifice short-term 
profits to increase future or long-term profits. Because both short-term and long-term profits 
are very important, the company's theory (theory of the firm) now postulates that the main 
purpose or goal of the company is to maximize wealth or firm value. This is reflected in the 
present value of all expected corporate profits in the future. 

The company's capital structure is permanent financing which consists of long-term 
debt, preferred stock and shareholder capital. The company's goal in the long run is to 
optimize the value of the company by minimizing the company's capital costs. Determining 
the optimal target capital structure is one of the main tasks of the company's management. 
Capital structure is equity and debt funding in a company. The capital structure is the 
proportion of the company's debt financing, namely the company's laverage ratio. The capital 
structure has the key to improving productivity and company performance. Capital structure 
theory explains that the company's financial policy in determining the capital structure (mix 
between debt and equity) aims to optimize the firm value. 

The term Investment Opportunity Set (IOS) was first introduced by Myers (1997). 
According to Myers (1997) Investment Opportunity Set (IOS) is an investment decision 
indicator in the form of a combination of assets in place and investment choices that will 
come with a positive Net Present Value (NPV) that will affect the company's value. According 
to Gaver and Kenneth (in Hasnawati, 2005: 118) Investment Opportunity Set (IOS) is the 
value of a company whose amount depends on expenditures set by management in the 
future, which is currently the investment choices that are expected to return the big one. In 
general, it can be said that the IOS describes the extent of investment opportunities or 
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opportunities for a company, but it depends on the company's expenditure choice for future 
interests. The growth potential of a company can be demonstrated by the existence of 
investment opportunities that can produce higher profits in the future (Jati, 2003). Thus the 
IOS is not observable so that a proxy needs to be selected which can be linked to other 
variables. 

Dividends are distributions, which can take the form of cash, other assets, letters or 
other evidence stating the company's debt, and shares, to the shareholders of a company as 
a proportion of a number of shares owned by the owner. While the dividend policy (dividend 
policy) is a decision to determine how much part of the company's income that will be 
distributed to shareholders and who will be reinvested (reinvestment) or retained (retained) in 
the company. From this definition, dividend policy is based on a range of considerations 
between the interests of shareholders on the one hand and the interests of the company on 
the other (Ang, 1997). Dividends are distributed to shareholders as earnings after tax or 
after-tax income from company profits. And the amount or percentage of profit or income that 
will be paid by the company to shareholders as cash dividends is called the dividend payout 
ratio. So we can conclude that the higher the DPR of a company, the higher the amount of 
profit that will be paid as dividends to shareholders. According to Robert Ang (1997), 
dividend payout ratio is the ratio between dividends per share and earnings per share. So 
perspective is seen as dividend growth per share on the growth of earnings per share. There 
are several opinions and theories described above used as guidelines and references, which 
theories are relevant and in accordance with the policies or conditions of each company and 
country. 

Corporate profitability is one way to assess precisely the extent of return that will be 
obtained from investment activities. Profitability is the company's ability to generate profits 
and measure the level of operational efficiency and efficiency in using its assets (Chen, 
2004). In this case it can be explained to know the profitability of a company is very important 
for investors and creditors. According to Sartono (2001: 122) profitability is the company's 
ability to make a profit in relation to sales, total assets and own capital. Whereas according to 
Munawir (1995: 31) in Martalina (2011) profitability is the company's ability to generate profits 
in a certain period. From these two definitions it can be concluded that what is meant by 
profitability is the company's ability to generate profits during a certain period that can be 
calculated based on sales or assets or own capital. 

Hypotheses: 
H1: Capital structure has a positive and significant effect on the firm value; 
H2: Investment Opportunity Set has a positive and significant effect on firm value; 
H3: Dividend policy has a positive and significant effect on the firm value; 
H4: Profitability has a positive and significant effect on firm value. 

 
METHODS OF RESEARCH 

 
The population in this study was all 146 manufacturing companies on the Indonesia 

Stock Exchange in 2013-2016. The sample determination technique used in this study is 
nonprobability sampling with purposive sampling technique, which is a sample determination 
technique with certain considerations (Sugiyono, 2013: 120). The total manufacturing 
companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX) for the period 2013-2016 were 146 
companies and the total companies that did not distribute dividends continuously during the 
2013-2016 were 122 companies. The final sample is 24 manufacturing companies listed on 
the Indonesia Stock Exchange (BEI) for the 2013-2016. Data collection methods used in this 
study are non-participant observations, namely data collection techniques by recording the 
data needed in manufacturing companies listed on the IDX for the period 2013-2016 where 
researchers are not directly involved in company activities and only as observers 
independent. The data needed in the form of financial statements of manufacturing 
companies obtained from ICMD products and www.idx.co.id. In this study used multiple 
linear analysis techniques to determine the effect of capital structure, investment opportunity 
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set, dividend policy, and profitability on firm value in the 2013-2016 with the help of SPSS 
(Statistical Package for Social Science) version 22.0 for Windows. 
 

RESULTS OF STUDY 
 

The analysis model used in this study is multiple linear regression analysis. This 
analysis is used to determine whether there is influence between independent variables, 
namely Capital Structure (DER) (X1), Investment Opportunity Set (MBVE) (X2), Dividend 
Policy (DPR) (X3) and Profitability (ROE) (X4), against variables bound is the company value 
(Y) which is proxied by the price book value at manufacturing companies in the Indonesia 
Stock Exchange for the period 2013-2016. To facilitate data processing, the SPSS program 
is used. The summary of regression analysis results can be seen in Table 1 below: 
 

Table 1 – Multiple Linear Analysis 
 

Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients 

t Sig. 
B Std. Error Beta 

1 

(Constant) -3,885 ,815  -4,768 ,000 
DER ,009 ,006 ,085 1,577 ,119 
IOS ,006 ,001 ,236 4,356 ,000 
DPR ,009 ,005 ,099 1,995 ,050 
ROE ,371 ,023 ,818 15,881 ,000 

 

Source: Primary data, 2018. 

 
Based on Table 1, we can obtain multiple linear line equations as follows: 

 
Y = -3,885 + 0,009 X1 + 0,006 X2 + 0,009 X3 + 0,371 X4 

 
Based on the results of the study, it was found that the capital structure had a positive 

but not significant effect on the value of the company in manufacturing companies in the 
Indonesian stock exchange in the 2013-2016, so it can be concluded that the capital 
structure does not affect the value of the company. That is, a rise or fall or a high level of 
debt of a company will not affect the value of the company. The reason for the capital 
structure does not affect the value of the company because the size of the debt is not the 
only factor that influences investors' decisions in investing, but there are other factors that 
are taken into consideration by investors, including profit or profitability level of the company. 
Not influencing the level of debt to the value of the company should encourage companies to 
be better at managing the funds owned by the company. Because, what is of concern to 
investors is not the high and low level of debt, but how the company manages the source of 
these funds to achieve maximum profit that can increase the prosperity of shareholders. 
Thus, the increase in shareholder prosperity will be in line with the increase in the value of 
the company.The findings are also consistent with the results of Safrida (2008) and Suguhen 
(2003), Sulistiono (2010), Cheryta et al (2017), Mahdaleta et al (2016), Rasyid (2015), 
Manjunatha (2013), Manurung (2014), Sujoko and Soebiantoro (2007) who found evidence 
that capital structure has no effect on firm value. 

Based on the results of the study, it was found that IOS had a positive and significant 
effect on the value of the company in manufacturing companies in the Indonesian stock 
exchange period 2013-2016. Market to Book Value of Equity is an IOS proxy based on prices 
that sees the company's growth from the company's ability to obtain and manage capital. For 
this reason, these results provide an understanding that investment opportunities that are 
seen from the company's ability to obtain and manage capital have a positive and significant 
effect on the value of the company. IOS will provide information about the prospects of future 
income. The results show that if the IOS increases, the value of the company will increase 
due to the higher opportunities the company has to invest and are expected to get a higher 
return. IOS shows the company's growth potential, so that it becomes an attraction for 
investors because it will benefit investors in the future. The results of this study are in line 
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with Hasnawati's research (2005: 123), Pratiska (2012), Wijaya and Bandi (2010), Pujiati and 
Widanar (2009), Nasrum (2013), Slater and Zwirlein (1996), Hasnawati (2005), Wijaya and 
Wibawa (2010), Rachmawati and Triatmoko (2007), Tito Perdana Putra, et al (2007) and 
Pratiska (2012) who found that IOS had a positive and significant effect on firm value (price 
book value). 

Based on the results of the study, it was found that dividend policy has a positive and 
significant influence on firm value in manufacturing companies in the Indonesia stock 
exchange for the 2013-2016 period, so it can be concluded that the higher the dividend 
payout ratio, the higher the company value will be. Because, the high dividend payment will 
cause a positive reaction from investors which will be reflected in the increase in stock 
prices. The above results are in line with signaling theory which states that investors consider 
changes in dividends as a sign of management's estimates of profits. Thus, the increase in 
dividends is a signal that the company predicts a good income in the future, and vice versa. 
Keown (2000) states that a company's dividend policy includes a dividend payout ratio that 
shows the amount of dividends paid relative to company income and the stability of dividends 
over time. The results of previous studies regarding the effect of dividend policy on company 
value were carried out by Ashamu et al. (2012), Fenandar and Raharja (2012), Rehman 
(2016), Guizani, et al (2012), Anton (2016), Nwamaka (2017), Malik, et al (2015), Budagaga 
(2017), Vidhya and Mohanasundari (2016 ), Winarto (2015), Darmawan (2012), Juhandi, et 
al (2013) found that dividend policy has a positive effect on firm value. 

Based on the results of the study, it was found that profitability had a positive and 
significant effect on the value of the company in manufacturing companies in the Indonesia 
stock exchange for the 2013-2016 period. This means that if profitability increases, the value 
of the company will also increase. The results of research from Suprantiningrum and Sabat 
(2013), the higher the ROE, the higher the price book value is as a measure of the value of 
the company because investors will buy shares and will be more interested in ROE or part of 
their total profitability to shareholders. In line with research, Wirawati (2008), Marangu and 
Ambrose (2014), and Nurhayati (2013), Dewi, et al. (2014), Nurmalasari (2002), Ali (2009), 
Ayuningtias (2013), Mardiyati et al. (2010), Aggarwal and Padha (2017), Hermuningsih 
(2013), Sabrin, et al. (2016), Cheryta, et al. (2017), Rasyid (2015), Winarto (2015), 
Manurung, et al. (2014), Putu, et al (2014) that the amount of profits obtained by a company 
through its capital will increase the value of the company. 
 

CONCLUSSION AND SUGESTIONS 
 

Capital Structure has a positive but insignificant effect on the value of the company in 
manufacturing companies in the Indonesia Stock Exchange in the 2013-2016 period, so it 
can be concluded that the capital structure does not affect the value of the company which 
means that the rise and fall of a company's debt will not affect the value of the company due 
to high low debt is not the only factor that influences investors' decisions in investing. 

Investment Opportunity Set has a positive and significant effect on the value of the 
company in manufacturing companies in the Indonesia stock exchange for the 2013-2016 
period, these results prove that if the IOS increases, the value of the company will increase 
due to the higher opportunities the company has to invest. 

Dividend policy has a positive and significant influence on the value of the company in 
manufacturing companies in the Indonesian stock exchange for the 2013-2016 period, these 
results prove that shareholders prefer to share profits in the form of dividends compared to 
the distribution of profits in the form of capital gains. 

Profitability has a positive and significant effect on the value of the company in 
manufacturing companies in the Indonesia stock exchange for the 2013-2016 period, these 
results prove that the higher the value of profit obtained, the higher the value of the company. 

It is recommended to companies, determining the capital structure by using debt at a 
certain level (as far as greater benefits, additional debt is still allowed) as a source of funding 
can increase the value of the company. The IOS variable that shows the company's growth 
potential, so that it becomes an attraction for investors because it will benefit investors in the 
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future. By increasing the Dividend Payout Ratio (DPR), the greater the dividend divided will 
further increase the share price which also increases the value of the company. With high 
profit, it will give an indication of good company prospects so that it can trigger investors to 
participate in increasing stock demand. 

With the existence of one independent variable in this study that is insignificant, which 
is due to the fact that this research is purely only using internal factors or fundamental factors 
of the company based on information in the company's financial statements, it is suggested 
that the next researcher use the profitability variable as a mediating variable between capital 
structure and firm value. 

Subsequent research is expected to be able to use a larger number of samples, so that 
the results of the research will be better because the element of data representation is higher 
and not only focuses on manufacturing companies. 

It is expected that further research can be developed using other internal factors such 
as firm size, insider ownership, growth, asset structure, but the value of the company is not 
only influenced by internal factors, the value of the company is also influenced by external 
factors such as interest rates, rates inflation, currency exchange rates, socio-political 
situation, Government Policy and so on. 

This study uses the Market to Book Value of Equity (MV / BVE) ratio to promote 
investment decisions. IOS (Investment Opportunity Set) has many proxies that can be used 
to assess investment decisions, so it is recommended that further research use other proxies 
in investment decisions, such as Total Assets Growth, Market to Book Assets Ratios, Capital 
Expenses to market the value of assets, and Current Assets to Total Assets. 

Research Limitation. This research only considers manufacturing companies while 
other companies such as banking, services, property, trade, mining and agriculture are not 
considered so that they cannot be generalized to all companies in Indonesia. This study uses 
a small number of samples and focuses on the 2013-2016 period, so it cannot be known 
whether the results of the study will be different if the period of time is long. There are many 
factors that can influence a company's value, including: internal and external factors. In this 
study only examined the internal factors of the company, namely four independent variables 
that can affect the value of the company. 
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